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Analytical and experimental characterization of metasurfaces with normal polarizability
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To date, research on metasurfaces has predominantly focused on those with polarizabilities that are tangent
to the metasurface. Only a few theoretical works have characterized metasurfaces with normal polarizabilities.
Here, we provide full analytical, numerical, and experimental characterizations of a metasurface that can be
described with polarizabilities in all three spatial directions. First, a set of equations is derived that allows a
surface distribution of scatterers to be replaced by a sheet boundary condition. It is shown that the extraction
of unknown polarizabilities in the normal direction necessarily requires scattering parameters obtained from
oblique incidence. Closed-form expressions that relate scattering parameters to surface susceptibilities in all
three spatial directions are given. It is shown that the reflection and transmission properties of the metasurface
can be predicted, for an arbitrary angle of incidence, from the sheet parameters. In addition, we report the
experimental characterization of a metasurface with polarizabilities in the normal direction. The free-space
measurements were performed on a recently proposed DB metasurface at 10 GHz. Experiments confirmed that
the sheet parameters do not change with angle of incidence. Consequently, it was possible to extract surface
susceptibilities in the normal direction from measured transmission parameters alone.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials are artificial structures engineered to have
tailored electromagnetic properties, usually not found in
natural homogenous materials. Early research efforts in meta-
materials explored physical phenomena such as backward
propagation and a negative index of refraction, subwavelength
guiding of electromagnetic energy, subwavelength lensing [1],
and their realizations [2–6]. Metamaterials consist of subwave-
length scatterers arranged in a regular or irregular lattice of
subwavelength spacing to obtain desired bulk electromagnetic
properties [7,8]. As a result, they can be homogenized and
modeled using effective-medium theory. The homogenization
process averages the electric and magnetic fields over a unit
cell of the metamaterial in order to calculate effective material
parameters: permittivity and permeability [9–11]. Despite the
interest and advances made in the field of metamaterials over
the past decade, there have been few practical real-world
engineering demonstrations of these bulk materials. The basic
reasons lie in the significant losses associated with the inherent
resonant nature of metamaterials, and complex fabrication.

Recently, there has been increased interest in metasur-
faces [12,13]. A metasurface is a periodic structure composed
of electrically small scatterers arranged in a twodimensional
pattern, the thickness and periodicity of which are much
smaller than the wavelength in the surrounding medium. In
other words, a metasurface is the two-dimensional equiv-
alent of a bulk 3D metamaterial. Compared to metamate-
rials, metasurfaces occupy less physical space, and offer
reduced losses. In addition, metasurfaces allow practical tun-
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ability/controllability mechanisms, and unique wave-guiding
structures and boundary conditions [14–16].

Attempts to use effective bulk parameters to characterize
metasurfaces proved to be inappropriate [17,18]. In order to
characterize a metasurface with effective parameters (effective
permittivity and effective permeability), one needs to assume
a thickness. However, the thickness of a metasurface is ill
defined, leading to an ambiguity in material parameters. As
a result, bulk parameters (ε and μ) that are independent of
structure thickness cannot be defined [17,18].

Instead, a metasurface can be characterized in terms of
the electric and magnetic polarizabilities of the scatterers that
compose it. In [19], it was shown that these surface polariz-
abilities are unique properties of a metasurface, and therefore
best suited for their characterization. Most earlier attempts to
characterize a metasurface were focused on metasurfaces with
scatterers that can be described with polarizabilities tangential
to the metasurface. In [20], the authors extended the work
to include bianisotropic polarizabilities, in addition to those
that are electric and magnetic. They provided closed-form
expressions that relate the constituent sheet parameters to
scattering parameters. The 4 × 4 scattering matrix for normal
incidence was sufficient to calculate the tangential surface
polarizabilities. However, if the scatterers composing the
metasurface have polarizabilities in the normal direction as
well, this method is unable to characterize it. In [12], the
authors theoretically investigated the possibility of having
scatterers with polarizabilities normal to the metasurface.
However, very few experimental characterizations of such
metasurfaces have been attempted to date. For instance, in [21]
the authors compare theoretical to experimental scattering
parameters for slabs with normal polarizabilities, but do not
extract susceptibilities from experimental data.

In this paper, we provide a compact and intuitive derivation
of the sheet boundary conditions that model a metasurface with
polarizabilities in the normal direction. In addition, we develop
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FIG. 1. Two-dimensional structure composed of periodically
arranged scatterers, polarizable in all three spatial directions, is
modeled as metasurface described with surface susceptibilities.

appropriate closed-form expressions that allow extraction of
sheet susceptibilities from the free-space measurements of
scattering parameters, for several different angles of incidence.
These expressions are a generalization of well-known case
of normal incidence [20,22]. Finally, the proposed extraction
procedure is verified through full-wave simulations and the
experimental characterization of the polarizabilities of a
recently introduced DB metasurface [16] in the 10 GHz band.

II. THEORY

Let us consider two half spaces (Regions 1 and 2), described
with intrinsic impedances η1 and η2, respectively. The half
spaces are separated by an infinite planar metasurface S located
at z = 0. We will assume the z direction (âz) to be normal to
the metasurface (see Fig. 1 ).

Also, the metasurface will be composed of periodically
arranged scatterers, whose electric (

↔
χE) and magnetic (

↔
χM )

susceptibilities can be described by diagonal tensors,

↔
χE =

⎡
⎣χxx

E 0 0
0 χ

yy

E 0
0 0 χzz

E

⎤
⎦, (1)

↔
χM =

⎡
⎣χxx

M 0 0
0 χ

yy

M 0
0 0 χzz

M

⎤
⎦. (2)

The tensor elements represent the electric and magnetic
polarizability densities of the scatterers per unit area, in its
respective direction. The intent is to model such a physical

metasurface with an impedance sheet boundary condition. This
sheet boundary condition should relate electric and magnetic
fields on both sides of the interface, taking into account the
physical composition of the surface itself.

We begin by writing Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws. By
separating all vectors into their transverse and longitudinal
(âz) components, these two Maxwell’s curl equations can be
written as [23]

∇t × �Et = − �Mz − jωμ �Hz
(3)

∇t × �Ez + âz × ∂

∂z
�Et = − �Mt − jωμ �Ht,

and

∇t × �Ht = �Jz + jωε �Ez
(4)

∇t × �Hz + âz × ∂

∂z
�Ht = �Jt + jωε �Et,

where �Et is the transverse component of �E, �Ht is the
transverse component of �H , �Ez = Ez · âz, �Hz = Hz · âz, and
∇t = ( ∂

∂x
âx + ∂

∂y
ây). Applying (3) and (4) to a sheet at z = 0,

that supports tangential and normal electric surface currents
[ �J = ( �Jst + �Jsz)δ(z)] and tangential and normal magnetic
surface currents [ �M = ( �Mst + �Msz)δ(z)], yields the following
expressions for the tangential field discontinuities at the sheet:

�E∣∣0+

z=0− × âz = �Mst + ∇t

(
Jsz

jωε

)
× âz, (5)

âz × �H ∣∣0+

z=0− = �Jst − âz × ∇t

(
Msz

jμω

)
. (6)

If the magnetic surface currents are due to a surface
magnetization (magnetic polarization) density �Ms ,

�M = ( �Mst + �Msz)δ(z) = jωμ( �Mst + �Msz)δ(z), (7)

and the electric currents are due to a surface electric polariza-
tion density �Ps ,

�J = ( �Jst + �Jsz)δ(z) = jωε �Psδ(z) = jωε(�Pst + �Psz)δ(z).
(8)

The tangential field discontinuities at the sheet (z = 0) can
be rewritten as [23]

�E∣∣0+

z=0− × âz = jωμ �Mst − ∇t

(
Psz

ε

)
× âz, (9)

âz × �H ∣∣0+

z=0− = jωμ�Pst − âz × ∇tMsz. (10)

Further, the surface magnetization density and surface
electric polarization density can be expressed in terms of their
respective polarizabilities in compact form as

�Pst = ε · ↔
χE · �Eavg

t ,
(11)�Mst = μ · ↔

χM · �H avg
t ,
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for the tangential components, and

Psz = εχzz
E Eavg

z ,
(12)

Msz = μχzz
M H avg

z ,

for the normal components. Superscript avg denotes av-
erage field values at z = 0: �Eavg

t = ( �Et1 + �Et2)/2, �H avg
t =

( �Ht1 + �Ht2)/2.
The outlined procedure results in the expressions that

describe the transition of an electromagnetic wave through
a metasurface:

âz × ( �E2 − �E1) = −jωμχxx
M

�H avg
t − χzz

E · âz × ∇t

(
Eavg

z

)
,

(13)

âz × ( �H2 − �H1) = jωεχ
yy

E
�Eavg

t − χzz
M · âz × ∇t

(
H avg

z

)
.

(14)

The electromagnetic properties arising from the physical
arrangement of the scatterers are described by the surface
susceptibility parameters χ . Equations of a similar form
can be found in [12,24] under the name “generalized sheet
transition conditions” in [25,26], or in terms of impedance
boundary conditions in [27]. The left side of (13) and (14)
represents the discontinuity in the tangential component of
electric and magnetic fields at the metasurface, respectively.
The discontinuity in tangential electric field is proportional
to magnetic sheet impedance ZM, multiplied by averaged
tangential magnetic field, yielding the well-known impedance
boundary condition

�Et =
↔
ZM

�Ht, (15)

where ZM can be defined in terms of susceptibilities as
↔
ZM = −jωμ

↔
χM. (16)

Another term that contributes to the electric field disconti-
nuity at the surface is the scalar value of the normal component
of electric field, averaged at z = 0 [Eavg

z = (Ez1 + Ez2)/2].
Due to duality, the gradient of this scalar function, vector
multiplied by the normal unit vector, may be interpreted
as tangential magnetic current that flows along the surface.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for the discontinuity of the
tangential component of the magnetic field.

Let us now analyze the properties of a TE polarized plane
wave obliquely incident (with angle θ ) onto the previously
described metasurface (see Fig. 2).

The components of the incident, reflected, and transmitted
electric field can be expressed as

�Ei = ây · E0 · e−j (xk0 sin θ+zk0 cos θ ),

�Er = ây · STE
11 · E0 · e−j (xk0 sin θ−zk0 cos θ), (17)

�Et = ây · STE
21 · E0 · e−j (xk0 sin θ+zk0 cos θ).

Similarly, the components of the incident, reflected, and
transmitted magnetic field can be written as

�Hi = −âx · E0

η1
cos θ · e−j (xk0 sin θ+zk0 cos θ )

+ âz · E0

η1
sin θ · e−j (xk0 sin θ+zk0 cos θ),

FIG. 2. TE polarized electromagnetic wave incident on metasur-
face S at arbitrary angle of incidence θ .

�Hr = âx · STE
11 E0

η1
cos θ · e−j (xk0 sin θ−zk0 cos θ)

+ âz · STE
11 E0

η1
sin θ · e−j (xk0 sin θ−zk0 cos θ),

�Ht = −âx · STE
21 E0

η2
cos θ · e−j (xk0 sin θ+zk0 cos θ )

+ âz · STE
21 E0

η2
sin θ · e−j (xk0 sin θ+zk0 cos θ). (18)

Since the Ez component is zero for TE polarization,
expression (13) reduces to

âz × ( �E2 − �E1) = −jωμχxx
M

�H avg
t . (19)

Substituting (17) and (18) into (19), we can write expres-
sions for the magnetic sheet susceptibility in the transversal
direction. First, the jump in tangential E field at z = 0 is found,

âz × ( �E2 − �E1) = âxE0 · e−j (xk0 sin θ)
(
STE

21 − STE
11 − 1

)
. (20)

Then, the average tangential H field at z = 0 is calculated,

�H avg
t = âx · E0

2
cos θ · e−j (xk0 sin θ )

(
STE

11

η1
− STE

21

η2
− 1

η1

)
.

(21)
Substituting (20) and (21) into (19) yields an expression

for χxx
M ,

χxx
M = 2j

ωμ0 cos θ

STE
21 − STE

11 − 1
1
η1

+ STE
21
η2

− STE
11
η1

. (22)

For η1 = η2 = η0, (22) can be further reduced to

χxx
M = 2jη0

ωμ0 cos θ

STE
21 − STE

11 − 1

STE
21 − STE

11 + 1
. (23)

Furthermore, the electric susceptibility in the tangential
direction (χyy

E ) and the normal magnetic susceptibility (χzz
M )

can be calculated from (14). Since (14) is one equation
with two unknown surface parameters, two different sets of
reflection and transmission measurements, at two arbitrary
angles of incidence, are required. Since we can choose any
arbitrary angle of incidence, it is most convenient to set one of
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them equal to 0◦ (i.e., normal incidence). In that case, the Hz

component from (14) vanishes,

âz × ( �H2 − �H1) = jωμχ
yy

E
�Eavg

t , (24)

and χ
yy

E can be found by plugging expressions (17) and (18)
into (24),

χ
yy

E = 2j

ωε0

STE
21
η2

+ STE
11
η1

− 1
η1

1 + STE
11 + STE

21

. (25)

For η1 = η2 = η0, (25) reduces to

χ
yy

E = 2j

ωε0η0

STE
11 + STE

21 − 1

STE
11 + STE

21 + 1
. (26)

Therefore, one set of reflection and transmission pa-
rameters for normal incidence is required to calculate the
sheet susceptibilities in the tangential directions. Comparing
expressions (15) and (19), it can be deduced that the parameter
χxx

M is related to magnetic sheet impedance,

Zxx
M = −jωμ0μrχ

xx
M . (27)

Similarly, parameter χ
yy

E is related to the electric surface
admittance,

Y
yy

E = jωε0εrχ
yy

E . (28)

Once χ
yy

E is known, calculation of χzz
M is straightforward.

In order to polarize magnetic scatterers in the direction normal
to the metasurface, the incident electromagnetic wave must
have a magnetic field component perpendicular to the surface.
This is possible only for oblique incidence. The gradient of the
averaged normal component of the H field yields a variation
only in the x direction,

χzz
M · grad

(
H avg

z

) = âx · χzz
M

∂H
avg
z

∂x
, (29)

âz × χzz
M grad

(
H avg

z

) = −âyχ
zz
M jk0

E0

2
sin2θ

×
(

1

η1
+ STE

11

η1
+ STE

21

η2

)
e−j (xk0 sin θ).

(30)

In these expressions, k0 is the free-space wave number,
while STE

11 (θ ) and STE
21 (θ ) are, respectively, reflection and

transmission parameters obtained for an arbitrary angle of
incidence θ �= 0◦. In the analysis, it has been assumed that the
sheet susceptibilities are independent of the angle of incidence.
This statement will be confirmed by measurements in Sec. IV.
The expression for χzz

M , if η1 = η2 = η0, is given below.
Next, we would like to solve the forward problem. That

is, we would like to predict the reflection and transmission
properties of a given metasurface, provided that surface
susceptibilities are known. We start with expression (23),
which can be written in reduced form as

S11 = S21 − 1 + A

1 − A
, (31)

where A is

A = χxx
M

ωμ0 cos θ

2jη0
. (32)

Similarly, we can rewrite (35) as

S11 = −S21 + 1 − B

1 + B
, (33)

where B is

B = −χ
yy

E η0ωε0 − χzz
M k0sin2θ

2j cos θ
. (34)

Solving the system of Eqs. (31) and (33) yields expressions
for the reflection (36) and transmission parameters (37).

Finally, it is convenient to express the magnetic surface
susceptibility in the normal direction in terms of the other
two sheet parameters, and measured transmission parameter.
This is expression (38) obtained by performing an inversion
on expression (37). It relates sheet parameters in the tangential
direction (known from the normal incidence simulation or
measurement) and simulated or measured S21 for oblique
incidence, to the unknown magnetic surface susceptibility in
the normal direction. This equation will prove essential for the
calculation of normal magnetic sheet susceptibilities from the
measurements.

χzz
M = −χ

yy

E

η0ωε0

k0sin2θ
− 2j cos θ

k0sin2θ

1 − STE
11 (θ ) − STE

21 (θ )

1 + STE
11 (θ ) + STE

21 (θ )
, (35)

STE
11 (θ ) =

jk0

2 cos θ

(
χxx

M cos2θ − χ
yy

E − χzz
M sin2θ

)
1 − k2

0
4 χxx

M

(
χ

yy

E + χzz
M sin2θ

) + jk0

2 cos θ

(
χxx

M cos2θ + χ
yy

E + χzz
M sin2θ

) , (36)

STE
21 (θ ) = 1 + k2

0
4 χxx

M

(
χ

yy

E + χzz
M sin2θ

)
1 − k2

0
4 χxx

M

(
χ

yy

E + χzz
M sin2θ

) + jk0

2 cos θ

(
χxx

M cos2θ + χ
yy

E + χzz
M sin2θ

) , (37)

χzz
M =

−k2
0

4 χxx
M χ

yy

E

[
STE

21 (θ ) + 1
] + STE

21 (θ ) − 1 + jk0S
TE
21 (θ)

2 cos θ
sin2θ

k2
0
4 χxx

M sin2θ
[
STE

21 (θ ) + 1
] − jk0S

TE
21 (θ)

2 cos θ
sin2θ

. (38)
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FIG. 3. DB unit cell designed to operate at 9.7 GHz. R1 =
1.9 mm, R2 = 0.73 mm, Rpin = 0.4 mm, gap = 0.075 mm, εr = 3.55
(RO4003C substrate), t = 0.508 mm, and a = 4.75 mm.

III. NUMERICAL PARAMETER EXTRACTION

We numerically tested a metasurface that exhibits both
magnetic and electric polarizabilities in the normal direction.
A good candidate for such a metasurface is a DB boundary
metasurface. This metasurface was theoretically proposed
in [28], while a practical realization was reported in [16]. In
brief, it is a metasurface that cancels the normal components
of the D and B fields at a specified frequency of operation. This
cancellation occurs due to polarization of the DB unit cell in the
normal direction by both electric and magnetic fields. Since the
free-space measurement system available to the authors was
designed to operate in the X band, the physical dimensions of
the DB unit cell reported in [16] were redesigned to operate in
this frequency range. A unit cell that achieves DB properties
at 9.7 GHz is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Once designed, a series of scattering simulations were
performed on the unit cell. The simulations were performed
using the frequency domain solver of the commercial electro-
magnetic software CST MICROWAVE STUDIO. The simulation
setup is shown in Fig. 4. The unit cell was placed at
z = 0, between two regions of space (η1 and η2). Since the
metasurface was to be characterized in free space the wave
impedances were set equal to that of vacuum: η1 = η2 = η0.
Infinite periodicity in the tangential directions (i.e., in the xy

plane) was enforced with periodic boundary conditions. Both
the transmitting Floquet port 1 and the receiving Floquet port 2
were deembedded to the front and the back face of the unit cell,
respectively. Port 1 was excited by either normally or obliquely
incident TE polarized plane waves. Scattering parameters S11

and S21 obtained from normal incidence simulations were
used in (23) and (26) to calculate sheet susceptibilities in the
tangential directions.

FIG. 4. Simulation setup used to retrieve surface parameters
numerically. Floquet port 1 excites TE polarized plane waves at the
arbitrary angle of incidence θ .

For oblique angles of incidence, the Floquet port modes
ensured that the reflected wave was recorded in the direction
of optical reflection, while the transmission was in the same
direction as the incident wave. In this way it was possible
to calculate the magnetic sheet susceptibility in the normal
direction by using Eq. (35).

All the simulation results are presented in the next section
and compared with free-space measurements on a fabricated
sample.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETER EXTRACTION

A DB metasurface consisting of the unit cells, shown in
Fig. 3, was fabricated using a commercial printed circuit board
(PCB) fabrication process. A Rogers RO4003C substrate (εr =
3.55, tan δ = 0.0027, substrate thickness t = 0.508 mm) was
used with a copper cladding thickness of 17 μm. The DB
metasurface was 47 unit cells in the horizontal direction and
47 unit cells in the vertical direction, resulting in a physical
dimension of 21 cm × 21 cm (7λ0 × 7λ0, with λ0 being the
free-space wavelength). The fabricated metasurface is shown
in Fig. 5(a).

The DB metasurface was measured using the free-space X-
band measurement setup illustrated in Fig. 5(b) [29]. The setup
is based on two quasioptical Gaussian beam telescopes. Each
telescope consisted of a vertically polarized rectangular horn
antenna, with 25 dBi gain, and a pair of lenses separated by
d = 90 cm. The lenses were identical, bihyperbolic in shape,
and made of Rexolite (n = 1.59). The diameter of each lens
was 32.5 cm with a focal distance of 45 cm. The transmitting
horn antenna was connected to port 1 of a vector network
analyzer (VNA) Agilent E8361A, while the receiving antenna
was connected to port 2. The DB metasurface was fixed on a
sample holder, 45 cm away from the telescopes.

The telescope was designed to produce a beam with 88% of
its power coupled to the fundamental Gaussian mode. The pair
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FIG. 5. (a) Fabricated DB metasurface that operates at 9.7 GHz,
with enlarged segment detail. (b) Sketch of measurement setup
formed of two X-band telescopes and VNA. (c) DB metasurface
fixed on a sample holder during the oblique incidence measurement.

of lenses focused this Gaussian beam to a beam whose size
and location are independent of frequency [30,31]. In [20], the
focused Gaussian beam was measured and found to have a
114-mm beam waist diameter located 1.8 m from the phase
center of the horn antenna. It was also found that the field
measured at twice the beam waist (228 mm) was at least 25 dB
below the peak value. Therefore, in order to avoid diffraction
effects [30], the physical dimension of the fabricated DB
metasurface was chosen to be twice the measured beam waist
of the incident Gaussian beam.

The free-space measurement setup was calibrated using
a free-space TRL (“thru-reflect-line”) method [32]. The
reference planes for port 1 and port 2 were located at the
focal planes of the transmitting and the receiving telescopes,
respectively. A thru standard was configured by keeping the
distance between the telescopes equal to twice the focal

FIG. 6. Comparison between measured (solid) and simulated
(dashed) scattering parameters of DB metasurface, for normal
incidence. (a) Magnitude of the reflection parameter. (b) Phase of the
reflection parameter. (c) Magnitude of the transmission parameter.
(d) Phase of the transmission parameter.
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FIG. 7. Comparison between measured (solid) and simulated
(dashed) magnetic surface susceptibility in the tangential direction
χxx

M . (a) Real part. (b) Imaginary part.

distance: 90 cm. The reflect standards for port 1 and port
2 were attained by placing a metal plate at the focal planes
of the transmitting and the receiving telescopes, respectively.
The reference planes corresponding to the transmitting and the
receiving telescopes were located at the front and back faces of
the metal plate, respectively. As result, the receiving reflector
had to be moved back to account for the thickness of the metal
plate. The line standard was achieved by separating the focal
planes of the telescopes by a distance equal to a quarter of
the free-space wavelength at the center of the band (i.e., at 10
GHz). Translation stages, with an accuracy of 5 μm, were used
to accurately move the telescopes. In the first step, the accuracy
of the calibration procedure was assessed. For this purpose, the
complex reflection coefficient of the metal plate and complex
transmission coefficient of the thru setup were measured. A
small ripple was observed in the measured S parameters, which
was caused by two factors. One cause of this irregularity
was a small change in reference planes between calibration
and measurement. This resulted from small changes in the
position of the sample holder. One had to be careful to ensure
good mechanical rigidity of the plates holding the sample, and
avoid tilting of the sample. The second source of error was
the presence of multiple reflections between the metasurface,
lenses, and antennas. In order to remove the observed ripples, a

FIG. 8. Comparison between measured (solid) and simulated
(dashed) electric surface susceptibility in the tangential direction χ

yy

E .
(a) Real part. (b) Imaginary part.

standard time-gating technique was applied. It was found that
the magnitude and the phase error in the measured reflection
parameter of the metal plate was less than ±0.90 dB and ±0.6◦,
respectively. For the transmission parameter of the thru, the
amplitude and the phase error were less than ±0.74 dB and
±0.8◦, respectively.

After the calibration procedure was completed and verified,
the DB metasurface was attached to the sample holder
[Fig. 5(c)]. The transmitting antenna illuminated the meta-
surface with a vertically polarized TE wave. The transmitted
TE wave was captured by the vertically polarized, receive horn
antenna. In the first set of measurements, scattering parameters
(S11 and S21) of the DB metasurface were measured for normal
incidence. The measured complex scattering parameters are
compared to those from simulation in Fig. 6.

It can be seen that the measured reflection and trans-
mission parameters closely agree with those obtained from
simulation. The small discrepancies can be attributed to slight
misalignment of the measured metasurface from the focus
of the Gaussian beam telescopes. The slight disagreement in
“curve width” and ripples in the measured curves, outside the
resonance region, are due to the inherent limitations of using
time gating with resonant structures [33].

The scattering parameters obtained from normal incidence
measurements were substituted into expression (23) to extract
the tangential magnetic sheet susceptibility. The obtained
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FIG. 9. Comparison between measured (solid) and theoretically
predicted from Eq. (37) (dashed) transmission parameter for angle of
incidence θ = 30◦. (a) Magnitude. (b) Phase.

values for the real and imaginary parts are compared to those
from simulation in Fig. 7.

The measured scattering parameters were also substituted
into expression (26) to calculate the tangential electric sheet
susceptibility. The obtained values for the real and imaginary
parts are compared to those from simulation in Fig. 8.

After the sheet parameters in the tangential direction were
retrieved from normal incidence, the fabricated metasurface
was excited with obliquely incident TE polarized waves. It
was possible to accurately measure the fabricated metasurface
for angles of incidence up to 60◦ from normal. For angles of
incidence beyond 60◦, the metasurface would need to be larger
in order to avoid diffraction effects.

From the simulated sheet parameters, the complex trans-
mission parameter was predicted as a function of angle
of incidence at different frequencies using Eq. (37). The
complex transmission parameter obtained in this way was then
compared to the complex transmission parameter obtained
from measurements of the fabricated DB metasurface. The
comparison between the measured and predicted transmis-
sion parameter, for a 60◦ angle of incidence, is shown in
Fig. 9.

Finally, the magnetic sheet susceptibility in the normal
direction was retrieved from the transmission measurements
for three oblique angles of incidence (Fig. 10). For oblique
angles of incidence, the reflected wave could not be measured

FIG. 10. Magnetic surface susceptibility in the normal direction
χzz

M extracted from measurements and Eq. (38) for several angles of
incidence. (a) Real part. (b) Imaginary part.

using the experimental setup described, and Eq. (38) was
employed.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we report the full analytical, numerical,
and experimental characterization of a metasurface with
susceptibilities in all three spatial directions. A set of equations
is derived that allows the physical surface distribution of
scatterers to be replaced by a boundary condition, applied
across an infinitely thin equivalent sheet. It is shown that
an extraction of the unknown susceptibilities in the normal
direction necessarily requires scattering parameters obtained
from oblique incidence. Closed-form expressions that relate
scattering parameters to surface susceptibilities in all three
spatial directions are given. Reflection and transmission
properties of the surface are predicted for an arbitrary angle
of incidence, provided that constituent surface parameters are
known. We also report a full experimental characterization
of a metasurface with polarizabilities in the normal direction.
The free-space characterization was performed using a free-
space TRL calibration at 9.7 GHz on a recently proposed
DB surface. Since the experimental setup did not allow the
measurement of reflection parameters for oblique incidence,
the sheet susceptibilities in the normal direction were extracted
from measured transmission parameters alone. The sheet
susceptibilities were shown not to change with angle of
incidence, and therefore uniquely define the DB metasurface.
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